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Abstract

We examine persuasion when the desire for future credibility is the sole source

of credibility today. A long-run sender plays a cheap talk game with a sequence of

short-run receivers who observe some public record of past feedback about accu-

racy. We use a geometric approach to provide necessary and sufficient conditions

under which long-run incentives can efficiently substitute for ex ante commitment

when receivers observe all feedback; these conditions are not met in a large class

of settings. We then show that coarse summary statistics of past feedback, like

those used online, allow long-run incentives to perfectly substitute for commit-

ment. (JEL C72, C73, D02, D82, D83)

Credible communication often relies on the desire to be believed not only today, but

in the future as well. In many settings, like large anonymous markets, these long-run

incentives depend in turn on the availability of public records. By publishing feedback

about the quality of past communication, records make it possible to punish unsatis-

factory advice with future incredulity. Yet such an endogenous source of commitment

comes at a cost, as surplus-burning punishments must now occur whenever an inac-

curacy is published.1 This creates a trade-off new to persuasion problems: today’s
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1Fudenberg and Levine (1994) show a folk theorem does not apply outside long-run relationships.
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approach to persuasion must be balanced against its likely effect on future credibility.

Clearly, the process for publishing feedback must determine this trade-off. Hence, to

analyze persuasion in these settings we must understand the interaction between the

individual persuasion problem and the design of the public record system itself.

With the rapid growth of online markets, managing these trade-offs is becoming

ever more important. Indeed, platforms such as eBay, Airbnb, and Upwork specifically

control participants’ public records via coarse ratings. In particular, each promises its

vendors a ‘badge’ if customers’ feedback meets the platform’s standards. Yet at the

same time each hides individual complaints from the customers. Even where individual

reviews are available, customers still largely rely on badges.2 An advantage of such

badges is to guide communication: to keep a good record, vendors must meet the plat-

form’s standards. But we might worry that such systems weaken long-run incentives by

hiding instances of feedback that could be used to punish participants. Perhaps surpris-

ingly, this is not the case: we will see that, by selectively hiding feedback, they allow

us to provide incentives with the reward of more effective future persuasion instead.

Indeed, treating the choice of record as an information design problem, we show simple

badge systems can be used to characterize the limits of persuasion when the only source

of commitment is repetition and some public record of past advice.

To this end, we develop a model of long-run persuasion where a patient long-run

sender (‘he’) plays a cheap talk game with short-run receivers (each ‘she’) who arrive

sequentially. Each period a payoff-relevant state is independently drawn. The sender

observes the state and sends a message to the receiver, who then chooses an action.

After the receiver acts, a signal of the state (e.g. feedback) is realized. We say moni-

toring is perfect when the signal is noiseless, and imperfect otherwise. Repeated play

of the game generates a history of messages, actions, and signals. The sender always

observes this history. Receivers may observe less: we say the public record is ‘complete’

if receivers also observe the full history (as is standard in repeated games), and ‘in-

complete’ otherwise. Our focus on short-run receivers ensures the sender can influence

actions only via beliefs about the state, allowing for a natural comparison to the com-

mitment benchmark of Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011) (referred to as KG hereafter).

2For example, eBay’s Top Rated badge requires that sellers avoid too many “not as described
requests”. Importantly, such requests are hidden from public view. Moreover, Nosko and Tadelis
(2015) show individual reviews are of limited use and little relied upon; 90% of eBay sellers get ě 98%
good reviews, and ď 1% of visitors click to see the details behind a rating.
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In section 2, we begin with an analysis of complete public records. In this case, we

can apply the results of Fudenberg et al. (1990) to demonstrate how long-run incentives

fall short even when monitoring is perfect. We show a patient sender can achieve

the commitment benchmark if and only if his optimal information structure under

commitment is partitional, i.e., a deterministic mapping from the state space to the

message space. With perfect monitoring, partitional information structures such as

full information can be enforced via off-path punishments. However, non-partitional

information involves mixing between two different messages in some state. Such mixing

requires indifference, which in turn requires (surplus burning) on-path punishments.3

We then leverage this observation to characterize the costs of long-run persuasion

in terms of the underlying primitives, via a novel geometric approach. To do so we

introduce the notion of a partitional value function, ṽ. Given a prior, ṽ specifies the

sender’s maximal payoff from any (Bayes-plausible) partitional information structure.

In Theorem 1 we establish that long-run incentives are a perfect substitute for ex ante

commitment in persuasion if and only if ṽ is concave. This analysis yields a result

complementary to KG: while they show the benefit from persuasion is given by the

difference between the concave envelope of the sender’s value function and that func-

tion itself, we show the commitment costs of long-run incentives are identified by the

difference between the concave envelope of ṽ and ṽ itself.

The geometry of the partitional value function ultimately depends on conflicts of

interest over information sharing. For example, there is no such conflict when a com-

mitted sender prefers full information irrespective of priors, while conflict is absolute

when he never wants to share any information. Yet in both cases ṽ is concave. More

generally, Proposition 3 shows ṽ is concave if the state space can be partitioned in such

a way that there is no conflict between the elements but absolute conflict within them.

Moreover, it is always optimal (with or without commitment) to communicate over

this partition irrespective of priors: the sender says in which element the state lives

but nothing more. Hence, even when the analyst (or the sender) have limited informa-

tion about the receivers’ prior beliefs we can still identify the optimal communication

strategy — particularly useful in more applied settings where such information is scarce.

Fundamentally, the cost of non-partitional communication results from the receivers’

3Mathevet et al. (2019) makes the same initial observation. They then take a different approach
from us, studying a reputational-types model in which the sender is committed with some probability.
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collective inability to incentivize credible communication with anything other than pun-

ishments. From Fudenberg and Levine (1994) we know this problem is only exacerbated

when monitoring is imperfect, as even partitional structures will now require on-path

punishment — harming sender and receivers alike. This begs a question: is there some

form of reward that could be used to provide incentives more efficiently?

To fix ideas, consider a seller advertising products of differing qualities at a fixed

price online where customers leave reviews after making a purchase. Suppose that

instead of incentivizing via punishments, customers could instead promise to reward

the seller by buying products (irrespective of its quality) if the last review was good.

Clearly the seller would be better off, but perhaps surprisingly we show this can make

the customers better off too: reducing inefficient punishments can more than offset

the ex ante cost of providing these (efficient) rewards. Unfortunately, no individual

customer would ever knowingly buy a low-quality product. Herein lies the problem.

In section 3 we present our second main insight: by applying information design to

the public record, receivers can be persuaded to grant these rewards after all.4 To do

this, we introduce a third-party platform that designs a public record system. Theorem

2 shows how a simple badge system, similar to those found online, can eliminate the costs

of long-run persuasion. The platform collects feedback from receivers and periodically

evaluates it against a set of standards. These standards might, for example, require an

online seller to keep the rate of complaints below some threshold. The platform awards

the sender with a public badge if and only if these standards are met. While the sender

observes all feedback, incoming receivers can only observe the badge; even the dates of

evaluation are hidden from them.5

A desire to keep the badge incentivizes communication likely to meet the (strict)

standards. Yet at some private histories the sender has no incentive to be credible.

For example, consider the day prior to evaluation: if the feedback has already met the

standards at this point then he will certainly lie. The simple badge system solves this

problem by pooling these incredible histories with the credible. Indeed, each receiver

believes she faces the average communication strategy – never knowing when she is

4In Sugaya and Wolitzky (2018) hiding history helps long-run firms collude. By contrast, we show
how to deal with inefficiencies caused by short-run players: solving the mixing problem of Fudenberg
et al. (1990) and the imperfect monitoring problem of Fudenberg and Levine (1994). See section 5.

5Similar to Kremer et al. (2014) we model this as hiding information about uncertain arrival time
within an evaluation phase. We discuss various foundations for this assumption in section 4.
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rewarding the sender at a cost to herself. Under a broad set of conditions, the use of a

simple badge system can costlessly substitute for the sender’s lack of commitment.

These results demonstrate the scope for review systems to improve the efficiency of

persuasion when repetition, along with a public record of accuracy, is the sole source of

commitment. This is particularly relevant to the flourishing of online trade.6 As Tadelis

(2016) points out, this success has relied largely on the development of feedback and

reputation systems,7 which have been carefully refined by platforms since their inception

and now often take the form of badges. For instance, eBay periodically assesses its

sellers and awards a Top Rated badge to those who have attracted disputes on no more

than 0.5% of their sales. To avoid disputes, sellers are advised to “describe (each) item

accurately”. Airbnb provides a Superhost badge that requires accurate communication

about availability (among other things). Upwork’s badge requires positive feedback 80%

of the time, which depends in turn on workers accurately describing their fit for each

job.8 These badges all depend on information hidden from other users. eBay hides the

rate of disputes and Airbnb hides the ratings given by individuals (revealing only an

aggregate). Finally, both eBay and Upwork provide vendors with portals to privately

track their feedback and to see if they are in danger of losing their badge.

One might worry that platforms may face issues committing to a simple badge

system. In section 4 we discuss this issue in light of an alternative (sender-blind) review

system. In doing so, we also formally identify the theoretical and applied differences

between simple badge systems and systems that ‘reuse punishments’, as in Abreu et al.

(1991) and Fuchs (2007). We also extend our analysis to evaluate review systems that

cannot hide evaluation dates or acquire feedback, and those that face other forms of

moral hazard. Finally, we discuss related literature in section 5 and conclude in section

6. Proofs are contained in the Appendix.

6Having grown from 0.5% to 10% of retail sales in the past two decades (US Bureau of the Census).
7Hui et al. (2016) find that eBay’s Top Rated badge both confers significant reputational advantages

to sellers and motivates those in danger of losing the badge to improve their behavior.
8Of course, other forms of moral hazard also affect online trade. We discuss how badges can

efficiently tackle these problems too (see section 4.4).
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1 Model

We consider a general repeated cheap talk game between a long-lived sender with dis-

count rate δ (he) and a sequence of short-lived receivers (each she). At each time

t “ 1, 2, . . . , the current state of the world θt is drawn randomly from a common prior

µ0 over a finite set Θ; the probability of θ is µ0pθq. The sender privately observes θt

and sends a message mt PM to the receiver, who chooses an action at from a compact

set A. After she takes her action a noisy signal ωt P Ω is drawn from the conditional

distribution p pωt | θt, atq, where pθt, ωtq is history-independent for given at. Hence, one

can interpret pmτ , aτ , ωτ q as feedback about the accuracy of communication. We say

monitoring is perfect if ωt perfectly identifies θt for any at P A and imperfect other-

wise. The sender and receiver have respective stage payoffs v paq and u pa, θ, ωq which

are continuous in a. We assume the sender cares only about a so his short-term incen-

tive is to say whatever induces his favored action. This is for ease of exposition: all

results (with the exception of Corollary 3) hold for state-dependent preferences.

The sender observes past θt “ pθ1, . . . , θt´1q and the history of feedback, ht “

pmτ , aτ , ωτ q
t´1
τ“1, with h1 “ H. Denote the sender’s (private) history by ht “ pθt, htq,

and let the corresponding sets of histories at t be Ht and Ht, respectively. The receiver

at t only observes a public history, rt. We allow the public history to be a potentially

coarse measure of past feedback. It is determined by a sequence of functions, rt : Ht Ñ

Rt, t “ 1, 2, . . . , where each Rt contains the (finite) set of possible public histories at

t. The standard case of rt “ ht is called a complete public record; otherwise, it is

incomplete. We also allow players access to a public randomization device. Strategies

and belief systems have the standard definitions.

Throughout the paper, we illustrate our main results with the following example:

Example 1 A long-lived seller serves a sequence of anonymous customers. Each pe-

riod, the seller has a product of quality θ P tl ă 0, h “ 1u, where Pr rθ “ hs “ µ0. He

makes a claim m P t‘like new’, ‘used’u. If a customer chooses to ‘Refuse’ the product,

she and the seller get 0. If she chooses ‘Buy’ she gets a payoff θ and the seller gets 1. The

conditional distribution of the signal ω P tb, g,Hu is p pg | h,Buyq “ Pr pb | l, Buyq “

p ą 1
2

and p pH | h,Refuseq “ 1. Hence, g, b and H can be interpreted as good, bad,

and no review respectively.
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Benchmarks for Long-Run Persuasion

In any stage game, the sender’s strategy induces an information structure: a dis-

tribution λ P ∆∆Θ over the receiver’s posterior beliefs, where λ pµq and λ pµ | θq are

respectively the unconditional and conditional probabilities that the receiver’s induced

posterior is µ.9 When the sender can commit to his communication strategy, KG shows

it is without loss of generality to consider his strategy as a choice of information struc-

ture λ from a Bayes-plausible set, Λ pµ0q “ tλ : Eλ rµs “ µ0u. Where obvious, we drop

the dependence of Λ on µ0.

Similarly, stage payoffs can be written in terms of receiver beliefs. With a slight

abuse, let the sender’s payoff given posterior µ be v pµq, and his ex ante payoff from λ be

V pλq :“ Eλ rv pµqs. Let u pµq, U pλq be the analogous receiver payoffs. The persuasion

literature focuses on the sender’s maximal commitment payoff, or Stackelberg payoff :

v̂pµ0q :“ max
λPΛ

V pλq. (KG)

As KG shows, this payoff is given by the concave envelope of v: v̂ “ cav v.10 Let

Stackelberg persuasion, λ̂ P Λ̂pµ0q, be any λ solving (KG).11

As receiver payoffs matter too, we also consider the commitment payoff set CS:

CS :“

#

pu, vq : u “ U pλq , v “ V pλq , for some λ P Λ pµ0q

+

.

Figure 1 illustrates these concepts for Example 1. The customer buys if and only if

her posterior is µ ě µ :“ |l|
1`|l|

. This gives v as the thick black line in Fig. 1a, v̂ as the

red line, and v̂pµ0q “
µ0

µ
. Notice that if µ0 ě µ then λ̂ will be uninformative. Otherwise,

λ̂ splits posteriors between 0 and µ. This is equivalent to the seller reporting “like new”

with conditional probabilities λpµ|θ “ hq “ 1 and λpµ|θ “ lq “ µ0

p1´µ0q|l|
. Of course, the

customer optimum is full information, i.e. truth telling, which implements pµ0, µ0q in

1b. The line connecting it to p0, v̂pµ0qq gives the Pareto frontier of the commitment set.

9We consider only those λ with finite support (denoted suppλ). This is w.l.o.g.: see Lemma 1.
10We adopt the standard notation that cav f denotes the concavification of a function f .
11Strictly, V pλq ought to be an equilibrium correspondence. Since we care about feasible equilibrium

payoffs, we adopt sender-preferred equilibrium selection when discussing his optimal payoff.
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Figure 1: Stackelberg Persuasion in Example 1
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Finally, we assume throughout that the sender’s optimal payoffs cannot be achieved

with informative cheap talk in the one-shot game. Lipnowski and Ravid (2019) show

the sender’s maximal equilibrium payoff in the one-shot game is characterized by the

quasi-concave envelope of v, denoted v̄pµq.12 In their notation, our assumption is:13

Assumption 1 If v pµq ă v̂ pµq, then v̄ pµq ă v̂ pµq.

2 Persuasion with Complete Public Records

We begin by investigating how well repetition substitutes for ex ante commitment in

persuasion in the standard public monitoring setting where public records are complete.

2.1 Preliminaries

While our setting features repeated play and no exogenous commitment, we show an

analogue of KG’s belief-based approach still applies. Such an approach is convenient:

12The quasi-concave envelope is the smallest quasi-concave function everywhere greater than vpµq.
13An earlier version of this paper (Best and Quigley, 2017) shows that functions violating Assump-

tion 1 are non-generic. Similarly, Corollary 3 in Lipnowski and Ravid (2019) shows that cheap talk
cannot substitute for informative Stackelberg persuasion in the finite action case.
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it facilitates comparison with Stackelberg persuasion and will allow us to geometrically

characterize the costs of long-run persuasion.

Consider restricting the sender’s message space to the set of recommended posterior

beliefs: mt P ∆Θ for all t. Then, the sender’s (mixed) strategy is just a sequence of func-

tions σt : Ht Ñ ∆∆Θ. Similarly, receivers’ posteriors can be described by a sequence

of functions µt : ∆Θ ˆ Ht Ñ ∆Θ. While in general there is no reason for receivers’

beliefs to coincide with mt or for the sender’s chosen λt to even be Bayes-plausible, we

can nonetheless define a class of equilibria in which these additional restrictions hold:

Definition 1 A direct equilibrium pσ, µq is a Perfect Public Equilibrium (PPE) in

which (i) σt “ λt P Λ pµ0q, and (ii) µt “ mt P ∆Θ for all on-path pmt, htq.

As in KG, on the path of a direct equilibrium λt is a choice of Bayes-plausible

information structure. Unlike the standard environment however, our sender’s language

is not as rich as his private information: he knows the entire sequence θ1, ..., θt but can

communicate only about θt. Moreover his strategy only depends on the public record.

Nonetheless, we show a belief-based approach is still without loss:14

Lemma 1 For any Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium of the game, there is a direct equi-

librium that induces the same on-path distribution over beliefs, actions and payoffs, @t.

Moreover, |supp λt| ď mint|Θ|, |A|u at each ht without loss.

Lemma 1 allows us to directly compare the sender’s payoffs in long-run and Stackelberg

persuasion. In Stackelberg persuasion the sender can commit, so the only constraint in

(KG) is Bayes plausibility. In long-run persuasion a sender-optimal equilibrium solves

max
pλtq

8
t“1

p1´ δqV pλ1q ` δEλ1

“

V LP
2 ph1q

‰

subject to

V LP
t phtq “ p1´ δqV pλt phtqq ` δEλt

“

V LP
t`1 pht`1q

‰

, λt P Λ pµ0q , @t, ht P Ht, (1)

V LP
t phtq ě p1´ δqV pλ

1
tq ` δEλ1t

“

V LP
t`1 pht`1q

‰

, @t, ht P Ht, λ
1
t P ∆∆Θ,

where V LP
t represents discounted average continuation payoffs. The first set of con-

straints requires Bayes plausibility for all on-path histories (see KG). The second set

14Lipnowski and Ravid (2019) have a similar result in the context of one-shot cheap talk.
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are the incentive constraints resulting from the lack of ex ante commitment: the sender

must not wish to deviate from his equilibrium information provision. Trivially, (1)

is bounded above by v̂pµ0q. A more meaningful bound can be established with the

following concept. Given an information structure λ, define

µ
θ
pλq :“ arg min

µPsuppλ|θ

v pµq

as the sender’s worst message in state θ, with a corresponding worst stage payoff vθpλq.

Applying a result of Fudenberg et al. (1990) bounds the sender’s payoffs as follows:15

Proposition 1 (Fudenberg et al., 1990) The sender’s optimal continuation payoff

in any long-run persuasion game, V LP
t , is bounded above by

max
λPΛpµ0q

ÿ

µ0pθq vθ pλq . (2)

There is δ ă 1 s.t. (2) is attainable in equilibrium if δ P rδ, 1q and monitoring is perfect.

The sender’s equilibrium payoffs never exceed those he would get if he could commit

to an information structure but was only able to receive the worst payoff in each state.

In order to persuade any receiver, the sender’s equilibrium information structure must

be credible: he must prefer it to any deviation. Hence if his optimal information

structure involves mixing between messages in some state θ, he must be indifferent

between them in that state. In the sender’s best equilibrium, this indifference requires

that each message m induces an on-path punishment vpmq´ vθpλq. This exactly offsets

the stage gains of that message relative to the worst — pinning down the upper-bound.

Equation (2) can therefore be used to re-frame the dynamic problem (1) as a static

costly persuasion problem, whose solution is given by the following function of µ0:

V LP
pµ0q “ max

λPΛpµ0q
V pλq ´ Cpλq, (LP)

where Cpλq :“ E rvpmq ´ vθpλqs ě 0. Cpλq can be interpreted as the expected punish-

ment cost required to support λ at the optimum. Figure 2a illustrates this for Example

1 with µ0 ă µ: the equilibrium payoff set is a strict subset of CS. Even under perfect

15Since it is a direct application, we omit the proof. Mathevet et al. (2019) also identifies this bound.
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monitoring, the sender can do no better than an equilibrium in which he provides full

information on-path (supported by the off-path threat of a babbling continuation).

2.2 Costless Long-Run Persuasion

Equation (LP) gives an upper bound on payoffs from long-run persuasion. As this bound

holds regardless of the monitoring structure, it provides a best case for repetition as a

substitute for commitment. We first analyze this best case, assuming in this and the

next section that monitoring is perfect and δ ě δ. In this setting, we say that the cost

of long-run persuasion at µ0 is v̂pµ0q ´ V
LP pµ0q.

We show in Proposition 2 that (LP) is equal to (KG) if and only if Stackelberg

persuasion is partitional. Let P “ tP1, ..., Pku denote a partition of Θ and BΘ the set

of all such partitions. An information structure is said to be partitional if it is generated

by a pure communication strategy, σP : Θ Ñ ∆Θ. Each such strategy represents a

simple form of communication: messages can be interpreted as claims “θ is in Pi” for

some associated partition P . Of course, given any prior, communication over a partition

P induces an information structure. We denote this by λPpµ0q and its associated payoff

by vPpµ0q. Importantly, such structures require no on-path punishment.

Proposition 2 V LP pµ0q “ v̂pµ0q if and only if DP P BΘ such that λPpµ0q “ λ̂pµ0q.

The proof is simple: the ‘if’ direction follows immediately from Proposition 1; the ‘only

if’ direction from Assumption 1 (which ensures messages in supp λ̂ have different stage

payoffs). Ultimately, Proposition 2 only relates the costs of long run persuasion to

the endogenous object λ̂. Yet this intermediate result helps us characterize long-run

persuasion in terms of the primitives of the persuasion problem directly.

2.3 The Geometry of Long-Run Persuasion

We now establish an equivalence between the performance of repetition as a commitment

substitute and the geometry of two functions. This allows us to provide clean necessary

and sufficient conditions on preferences under which long-run persuasion can be said to

perfectly substitute for Stackelberg persuasion. We build on these results to a) bound the
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Figure 2: Long-Run Persuasion in Example 1
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costs of long-run persuasion, b) establish when concavification methods can determine

the nature of long-run communication, and c) establish when we can restrict attention

to a single simple form of communication. First we define a simple auxiliary function:

Definition 2 The partitional value function is ṽ : ∆Θ Ñ R, where

ṽpµq “ max
PPBΘ

vPpµq. (3)

The partitional value function describes the highest payoff a committed sender can

earn from partitional information for each prior. Figure 2b illustrates ṽ in the context

of Example 1. Notice that ṽ is easily calculated: it is the maximum of finitely many

functions, which are each just the expectation of vpµq across subsets of Θ. We now

show how the geometry of ṽ characterizes the costs of long-run persuasion.

Theorem 1 For any long-run persuasion game, these statements are equivalent:

1. V LP “ v̂;

2. ṽ is concave;

3. V LP is concave.
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Theorem 1 tells us long-run persuasion is costless for any common prior if and only if

ṽ is concave. The equivalence follows from two observations: first, since silence is itself

trivially partitional and since (3) is a constrained version of (KG), ṽ must always lie in

rv, v̂s; second, v̂ is by definition the smallest concave function that majorizes v. Then, if

ṽ is concave it must everywhere equal v̂. Hence, long-run persuasion can always attain

the Stackelberg payoffs. However, if ṽ is not concave there must be some µ0 for which

ṽ ă v̂. The consequences for V LP then follow swiftly from Proposition 2.

When ṽ is not concave long-run persuasion is an imperfect substitute for commit-

ment: V LP ı v̂. The geometry of ṽ also allows us to identify at exactly which beliefs

these costs will be borne. Moreover, it provides upper bounds on these costs.

Corollary 1 Given a prior µ0, V LP pµ0q ă v̂pµ0q if and only if

ṽpµ0q ă cav ṽpµ0q. (4)

Moreover, the cost of long-run persuasion is bounded by cav ṽ ´ ṽ ě v̂ ´ V LP ě 0.

Hence, the costs of long-run persuasion are identified by comparison of the parti-

tional value function with its own concavification. Here the long-run sender bears costs

if and only if cav ṽ ą ṽ. This offers a complement to KG, who show the sender benefits

from persuasion if and only if cav v ą v. Notice that the same geometry also bounds

these costs — providing an immediate worst-case analysis when it would otherwise be

difficult to solve for V LP .

While concavification methods therefore bound the costs of long-run persuasion,

Theorem 1 cautions that solving for V LP is hard. As Gentzkow and Kamenica (2014)

show, persuasion with a posterior-separable cost function is still amenable to concavifi-

cation methods. Yet in problem (LP), costs are not separable in posteriors: vpmq´vθpλq

depends both on m and µ
θ
. Indeed, Theorem 1 tells us that concavification methods

can hope to solve (LP) only when long-run persuasion is always costless:

Corollary 2 V LP can be identified by concavification methods if and only if ṽ “ cav ṽ.

The geometric approach of Theorem 1 is particularly useful when applied to specific
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persuasion games. For instance, Corollary 3 below shows that long-run persuasion is

bound to be costly in any problem where the receiver chooses from a finite set of actions:

Corollary 3 Suppose A is finite, the sender’s payoffs depend only on a, and the sender

benefits from Stackelberg persuasion for some µ0. Generically, V LP ‰ v̂.

The argument generalizes an observation in Figure 2b. As we move prior beliefs outside

the region where an uninformed receiver would choose the sender’s preferred action, all

partitional information structures must induce a less favorable action with a probability

bounded away from 0.16 As a result, ṽ fails to be continuous — and therefore cannot

be concave. From Theorem 1, we must have V LP ‰ ṽ.

Despite this negative result, there are many settings where long-run persuasion is

costless. Indeed, take the following trivial cases where v̂ is supported by truth or silence.

Corollary 4 ṽ “ cav ṽ if either of the following holds for a sender with commitment:

1. There is no information the sender would share at any prior.

2. The sender (weakly) prefers to share all information at all priors.

The first claim is obvious: the sender can never benefit from persuasion when v is

concave. While the second claim might appear more surprising, one need only con-

sider that the expected value of using the full-information partition is linear.17 These

examples feature very clear extremes in the degree of alignment between sender and

receiver over information sharing. At the first extreme, there is an absolute conflict of

interest: after all, the sender would never share information. At the other, there is no

such conflict. Yet in both cases ṽ is concave. This connection is not accidental: more

generally, ṽ continues to be concave whenever the state space can be partitioned so that

there is no conflict between the elements but absolute conflict within them.

Proposition 3 There exists a partition P such that vP “ ṽ “ v̂ iff:

16We rule out non-generic cases where the receiver only takes actions on a knife-edge set of beliefs.
Moreover, Assumption 1 ensures the region on which the sender secures his best payoff is convex.

17Note, if v is convex then ṽ is convex. In turn, this implies ṽ “ cav ṽ. The converses do not hold.
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(i) The sender always prefers λP over silence: vP ě v.

(ii) v is concave on ∆Pi, i “ 1, . . . , k.

Proposition 3 gives necessary and sufficient conditions under which communication

over a single partition always supports Stackelberg payoffs. These conditions hold

whenever the conflict over information sharing can be described in terms of a dichotomy.

Interests are aligned over sharing which element of a partition arises (from (i), both

always prefer sharing Pi P P over no communication at all). However, as implied by the

concavity in (ii), there is absolute conflict over sharing information within each element.

By contrast, when ṽ is not concave no such dichotomy exists and long-run incentives

are an imperfect substitute for ex ante commitment. For instance, in the setting of

Corollary 3 any partition must fail at least one of the conditions of Proposition 3 for

some priors: any informative partition fails condition (i) at priors inducing the sender’s

preferred action, while no-information fails (ii) at priors that do not.

Proposition 3 also allows us to identify the optimal communication strategy even

when we (or even the sender) have limited information about receivers’ beliefs. This may

be particularly useful in applied settings where such information is sparse. Moreover,

it tells us when the support of equilibrium messages (the equilibrium vocabulary) is

stable even when priors are not. Finally, this result also shows when we can restrict

attention to communication over a single partition in Stackelberg persuasion too

2.4 Imperfect Monitoring

Under imperfect monitoring one could characterize payoffs by applying the results of

Fudenberg and Levine (1994). Rather than undertake this exercise, we will merely note

how imperfect monitoring exacerbates the problems identified above. In particular, the

set of equilibrium payoffs for all players (weakly) contracts. For instance, when mon-

itoring is imperfect costly on-path punishment can be required to support partitional

information structures. This is bad news for all players. Unlike before, now even the

receiver-preferred equilibrium (full information) involves inefficient on-path punishment.

Example 1 highlights the intuition. Consider an equilibrium in which the sender

provides full information whenever possible (i.e., when not being punished). Now pun-

ishments can depend only onm and ω. To prevent him from mis-selling (i.e., announcing
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“like new” when θ “ l), the seller must be punished for a bad review (ω “ b). If he did

mis-sell, such a review would occur with probability p. Hence the minimal punishment

cost, say c, needed to support full information satisfies the indifference condition:

1 “ δpc. (5)

Unlike perfect monitoring the seller now also suffers a bad review when θ “ h and

thus pays c with probability 1´ p. Since this is true at every history where his advice

is credible, his payoff is bounded above by µ0 ´ µ0
1´p
p
“ µ0

2p´1
p
. Notice customers’

preferred equilibrium now gives them average payoffs less than µ0: both sides of the

market bear the costs of moving to inefficient babbling phases after bad reviews.

3 Persuasion with Incomplete Public Records

It is natural to conjecture that by providing receivers less information on which to base

their punishments, incomplete public records could only exacerbate the inefficiencies

identified in section 2. After all, we have just seen how imperfect monitoring contracts

the set of equilibrium payoffs. Indeed, in the limiting case of the least informative

record only stage Nash equilibria can be sustained. And yet in many markets coarse

summaries such as star ratings, badges, or certificates, are adopted over more informa-

tive alternatives. In this section, we demonstrate the scope for such coarse records to

increase the equilibrium payoff set via an information design approach. We introduce

a third-party designer (the “platform”) who can commit to rules that determine what

incoming receivers observe about ht. But first, we provide an example that illustrates

a simple insight: coarse records can improve payoffs for sender and receivers alike.

3.1 Pooling Histories to Persuade

Consider again Example 1 with imperfect monitoring. We saw how inefficiencies arose

because (surplus-burning) punishments were required to support even full information.

But what if customers could collectively promise rewards — such as buying even ‘used’

products in the future — for earning good reviews today? These rewards would act as

transfers from future customers to the seller. Hence they might offer scope to improve
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payoffs. With a complete public record, such promises are not an equilibrium: future

customers would always renege on the promise. Our insight is that when records are

coarse, customers may instead be ‘persuaded’ to provide these rewards.

Consider a simple public record: at t P t1, 2u, the record remains completely empty.

From t ě 3 onward, the record consists of a rating r P tA,B,Cu for the first two periods

along with detailed feedback pmτ , aτ , ωτ q on all subsequent interactions τ “ 3, . . . , t´1.

The seller earns an “A” so long as feedback was good or neutral at t “ 1, a “B” if

feedback was bad at t “ 1 but good/neutral at t “ 2, and a “C” if both periods went

badly. With this simple change to the game, the equilibrium payoff set strictly expands:

Proposition 4 If receivers observe an incomplete public history, average equilibrium

payoffs of sender and receiver can exceed the bounds of Fudenberg and Levine (1994).

To prove this we construct a simple equilibrium in which the second customer plays

the role of reward giver. The equilibrium has the following features: at t “ 3, if the

seller has earned an A, play immediately continues on to the (uniquely efficient) full

information equilibrium from section 2.4. Otherwise, there is a costly phase of babbling

whose length decreases in the grade. After any punishments have been served, play

again reverts to the full information equilibrium.

The seller has an incentive to be truthful at t “ 1 (as he pursues an A grade) and

also at t “ 2, if his first interaction went badly (to avoid a C). However, if he avoided

bad feedback at t “ 1 he strictly prefers to lie to the second customer (he will earn

an A regardless). This “free lie” is the reward associated with earning an A. Coarse

records are crucial here: if the second customer could observe the period 1 feedback,

she would be able to infer when she was being lied to. But with coarse feedback, she

can be persuaded the sender is credible enough for a range of parameters.18

Relative to full information, the new equilibrium directly rewards the seller for

avoiding a bad review in period 1. Hence, with probability 1 ´ µ0p1 ´ pq, he earns an

additional revenue of 1´µ0 from the second customer and escapes any punishment for a

bad review at t “ 2. As we have seen in section 2.4, the latter is worth µ0
1´p
p

to him. In

fact, the benefits are even larger: we show that his equilibrium payoff increases by the

18Notice, the sender conditions his strategy on his private history so this is not a Perfect Public
Equilibrium — in any such equilibrium the Fudenberg and Levine (1994) bound would apply.
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(discounted) sum of these two terms, whether his first review is good, neutral or bad!

Since the reward is its own incentive for honesty at t “ 1, the punishment associated

with a B grade no longer needs to be so harsh. Indeed, the efficient reward replaces

the inefficient punishment one-for-one. In fact, customers can be made better off too.

While the second customer is effectively giving away a transfer, all customers benefit

from a reduction in costly on-path punishments. The proof shows the latter effect can

dominate the former.

Before turning to our main result, we make a brief observation. Suppose we had

instead given a reward in period 3 if the seller avoided bad reviews on both days 1 and

2. For simplicity, suppose only the second review is hidden from customer 3. In this

case, similar arguments imply the seller only expects to actually earn the reward with

probability p1´µ0p1´pqq
2. As before, his continuation payoff at t “ 2 can be improved

by 1´µ0`µ0
1´p
p

, discounted once. By backward induction, the full gain carries forward

to the first period, discounted once more. This suggests that the scope for rewards to

improve payoffs could be large when the sender is patient. We turn to this next.

3.2 The Commitment Set by Design

Many online platforms, including eBay, Airbnb and Upwork, provide coarse records of

market participants’ past outcomes, awarding badges to those they deem to be suffi-

ciently well-behaved. These badge systems share several key features. They monitor

the participant during evaluation phases, collecting reviews and complaints about mis-

leading descriptions. After each evaluation, they publicly award (or withdraw) a ‘badge’

based on whether the distribution of reviews or complaints meets a set of standards de-

cided by the platform. Finally, as discussed in the introduction, they offer some privacy:

while participants observe all past complaints, these details are kept from customers.

Motivated by these observations, we study the scope for a form of information design

over ht to improve all players’ payoffs from long-run persuasion.

Consider a platform which can design the public record, prt,Rtqt. A badge system

is a binary public history prt,Rtqt where Rt “ tG,Bu, @t. We interpret G as a public

badge given to the sender (he is a ‘badge bearer’) and B as an absence thereof. A

badge system is simple if it can be described by three parameters: (i) the length of

evaluation phases, Γ P N; (ii) the length of suspension phases, β ˆ Γ P N; and
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(iii) a set of standards, S, that reflect the outcomes required for a sender to retain

a badge. More precisely the standard defines, for each possible m P ∆Θ, a set Spmq of

joint frequencies spmq over pm,ωq.19 As each message induces an action in equilibrium,

we can interpret standards as targets for the reported experiences of receivers.

Given these parameters, a simple badge system works as follows: at t “ 1, the

sender receives the badge (r1 “ G). This initiates an evaluation phase, throughout

which the badge is retained. At the end of an evaluation phase, feedback obtained

during that phase is compared against the standards. Specifically let

`t pm,ωq “
1

Γ

t
ÿ

τ“t´Γ`1

1ppmt, ωtq “ pm,ωqq (6)

be the realized frequency of pm,ωq in the Γ interactions preceding t ě Γ, where 1 is the

indicator function, and let `t pmq “ p`t pm,ωqqωPΩ. Then if `Γpmq R Spmq for some m,

the sender loses the badge for β ˆ Γ periods. Otherwise, his badge is renewed. After

this, the entire process restarts.20

Our goal is to understand the scope of simple badge systems to improve persuasion.

For this reason, we consider a setting in which arriving receivers do not initially know the

date on which the sender is next evaluated. Similar to Kremer et al. (2014), we assume

receivers arrive uniformly at random during evaluation phases and do not observe t.

This simplifies analysis and only further limits receivers’ information about ht, thereby

leveraging the insight of section 3.1. In section 4, we show how platforms can create

similar uncertainty if arrivals are nonrandom. We make two further assumptions.

Assumption 2 The conditional distributions

pppθ | ω, aqqθPΘ (7)

are linearly independent across Ω for all but at most one a1 P A. p is continuous in a.

Assumption 2 is a slight relaxation of the standard identifiability condition in re-

peated games.Without it the sender’s strategy could not be accurately monitored even

19Each spmq is a feasible vector of joint probabilities over pm,ωq, ω P Ω, whose sum must of course
not exceed 1. Formally each spmq P ∆cΩ :“ ts P R|Ω| :

ř

ωPΩ spm,ωq ď 1, s ě 0u.
20We use a system which immediately grants a badge and that has fixed length of suspension phases

only to simplify the analysis. Our results do not hinge on these characteristics.
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with access to infinite data. The relaxation allows for cases where some a1 P A is

uninformative about θ, such as Example 1. Second, we assume the following:

Assumption 3 V pλq is continuous on an region whose closure contains λ for all λ.

Assumption 3 is a mild payoff restriction. It rules out knife-edge cases where the

receiver’s action would radically change after every small perturbation of λ. But it

still accommodates reasonable discontinuities in v (such as in Example 1) since it only

requires continuity around some local perturbations of an information structure λ. As λ

can be on the boundary of such regions, Assumption 3 is strictly weaker than continuity.

Let Λpµ0q be the subset of Λpµ0q for which V pλq exceeds the sender’s worst one-shot

cheap talk payoff. Our second theorem establishes the value of simple badge systems:

Theorem 2 Suppose Assumptions 2 and 3 hold. For any λ‹ P Λpµ0q, there is a limiting

equilibrium with a simple badge system in which, as δ Ñ 1,

1. in an evaluation phase, a badge bearer’s strategy implies a time-averaged informa-

tion structure

λ‹ “
1

Γ

Γ
ÿ

τ“1

Erλτ |Gs

2. average payoffs are pUpλ‹q, V pλ‹qq

Theorem 2 shows that the benefits of coarse rating systems like those found online

can be large: for patient senders, any commitment payoffs which improve on one-shot

cheap talk are attainable. In stark contrast to section 2, simple badge systems allow

the sender to capture the full rewards of his communication — indeed, he achieves

the payoff V pλ‹q with a strategy that induces a time-averaged information structure

of λ‹ during evaluations. Moreover, it shows how badge systems can efficiently solve

imperfect monitoring problems and support Pareto superior communication equilibria.

For instance, in Example 1 the platform can sustain any payoffs in CS (see Figure 1b).

To prove the result, for any λ‹ P Λ we construct a corresponding sequence of simple

badge systems that admit good equilibria as δ Ñ 1. To see the intuition, consider

a system with long evaluation phases and standards which allow only distributions of
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pm,ωq close to the one induced by λ‹. Given Assumption 2, it is possible to choose

standards tough enough that if the sender uses a time-average information structure

that differs even a little from λ‹ he will lose his badge, and yet lenient enough that if

he adopts λ‹ each period he will keep his badge with probability 1.21

Of course in any equilibrium, suspensions induce one-shot cheap talk incentives. To

analyze a badge bearer’s behavior we first adapt an argument from Radner (1985): If

receivers’ beliefs satisfy m « µ, suspensions are long enough, and he is patient, then

his optimal strategy is to play close to λ‹ on average to avoid the punishment of a

suspension. We then consider receivers’ beliefs: if she sees a message m from a badge

bearer, she must indeed infer it has been approximately generated by λ‹. This is because

she lacks any information about feedback history and arrival time. Hence, her beliefs

do indeed satisfy m « µ. Building on this intuition, the proof shows best responses and

beliefs can be mutually closed in arbitrarily small intervals of each other. Along with

Assumptions 2 and 3, we then prove existence via a fixed-point argument.

To see how these badge systems harness the insights of section 3.1, consider using

a simple badge system to support V pλ‹q ą µ0 in Example 1. Trivially, if the seller’s

feedback has already met the standards on the last day of an evaluation phase then he

will say “like new” irrespective of θ. This acts as a reward that the sender may get for

good behavior earlier in the evaluation phase. The promise of this reward, and others

like it, reduces the punishment necessary to incentivize credibility at earlier periods.

Moreover, a single reward late on provides incentives at every prior period, allowing

a reduction in punishment far greater than the actual reward. Consequently, on-path

punishments can be pushed close to zero with relatively few rewards. Finally, by keeping

customers in the dark, the badge system makes these rewards incentive compatible.

Interestingly, our analysis also implies the feasible set of equilibria is constrained

by the particular choice of public record. Indeed, the platform controls the nature of

communication in all equilibria where the sender seeks to retain the badge.

Remark 1 Consider standards corresponding to equilibrium payoffs pUpλ‹q, V pλ‹qq. In

any evaluation phase where a badge bearer’s equilibrium strategy is not ‘close to’ λ‹ on

average, the average equilibrium payoffs must lie within the stage-Nash set.

21Most platforms use standards that require ‘good’ feedback to exceed a threshold. In the context
of Example 1, such standards can only sustain the efficient frontier of CS.
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Finally, we briefly discuss two aspects of our analysis. First, whether complete or

incomplete, public record systems do require some source of commitment themselves.

It is not our aim to explain that commitment but to tease out its implications for an

uncommitted sender. Nonetheless, we note that the systems discussed are partitions

of history. Thus, long-run incentives may serve as an efficient source of commitment.

Moreover, the platform faces many copies of the same problem — hence, similar to

Jackson and Sonnenschein (2007), the distribution of badges could be the source of

discipline. Second, unlike the mediators typically analyzed in repeated games, our plat-

form cannot commit to private messages. This restriction reflects most online platforms,

who take a hands-off approach to individual transactions — perhaps because mediating

every single interaction is too costly. By ignoring such mediation, we might worry that

something lost. Yet despite limiting the power of the platform, Theorem 2 shows that

badge systems can still implement the commitment set.

4 Discussion: Alternative Review Systems

In section 3.2 the platform’s control over public records was strong: it could privately

collect feedback from receivers, it could prevent receivers from accessing this feedback

directly, and it benefited from the random arrival of receivers (further limiting their

information). Moreover, communication was the only source of moral hazard. Here we

discuss how review systems with less control can still improve outcomes. In doing so

we also highlight the costs and benefits of each one relative to simple badge systems.

4.1 Deterministic Arrival Systems

In section 3.2 receivers could not infer the time until the next evaluation. While infor-

mation on evaluation dates is often searchable, customer behavior online seems better

approximated by uncertainty over such details. Our results support their apparent dis-

interest: eBay’s strict standards incentivize badged sellers to almost always behave.

Hence even small attention costs would deter a search. Yet with more relaxed stan-

dards, incentives to find out these dates could rise. We briefly discuss the implications

of this here. The online Appendix provides formal results in the setting of Example 1.
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As one might expect, such information can constrain the performance of some simple

badge systems. Nonetheless, when t is observable the platform can replicate the effect

of random arrivals with a system that instead randomizes evaluation dates directly.

By hiding the (randomly chosen) evaluation dates from customers it is as if they had

arrived randomly (see Proposition 6). Even if customers must be informed of evaluation

dates, the platform can still replicate the required uncertainty by adopting more complex

standards that depend on full sequences of outcomes rather than simple averages (see

Proposition 7). The idea is to make the sender endogenously create the uncertainty by

mixing between two non-stationary strategies.22

We view stochastic evaluation dates as just another interpretation of our random

arrival assumption. However, simple badge systems have three advantages over more

complex evaluations. First, they are easier to identify and implement. Second, they do

not rely on common knowledge that the sender mixes with precisely the right probabil-

ities. Finally, simple badge systems do not require exact knowledge of δ.

4.2 Blind Sender Review Systems

In many cases the platform’s commitment to badge systems is easy to motivate. But in

the absence of an ability to discipline a third-party platform, customers could instead

maintain a distributed ledger of feedback themselves. Hence, we now consider whether

payoffs can be improved when receivers observe all feedback but the sender only has

limited access. We call this a blind sender review system. At each t the incoming

customer observes ht. Badges are again awarded to the seller based on evaluations of

standards, but now by the customers rather than a third party. The seller observes the

badges provided but not the individual feedback, ωt. Such systems can improve payoffs.

Proposition 5 Consider Example 1 with imperfect monitoring, p ă 1. Using a blind

sender review system, full information payoffs pµ0, µ0q are attainable in the limit as δ Ñ

1. The sender cannot earn payoffs greater than µ0 in any Perfect Public Equilibrium.

The proof uses a standard in which the seller loses his badge if and only if every

22Our construction is reminiscent of a mediated equilibrium proposed in Sugaya and Wolitzky
(2018), with the additional constraint of sender indifference across strategies. We thank an anonymous
referee for pointing us towards the latter alternative.
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product sold receives bad feedback. Building on Abreu et al. (1991) and Fuchs (2007),

we construct an equilibrium in which a badged seller is continually disciplined to be

honest by “reusing” the same threat of punishment — dramatically reducing their

aggregate cost. Moreover, there is now clearly no need to hide history from receivers.

Blind sender systems have two major limitations. As Proposition 5 shows, reusing

punishments alone cannot costlessly support non-partitional information structures.23

When customers observe a finer feedback history than the seller, the logic of Proposition

1 still applies. Moreover, they can be fragile: if a seller can find out that he has even

a single good review, he can lie for the remainder of an evaluation without cost. This

may be one reason why sellers do observe the history of feedback on most platforms.

4.3 Quota-Based Review Systems

Some platforms may receive very little feedback. Even without feedback, Margaria and

Smolin (2018) show how to obtain a folk theorem in a setting with a long-run receiver

and a sender with state-independent preferences. In the context of Example 1, their

equilibrium constructions make the seller indifferent between all sequences of messages

over long horizons. To generate indifference, the customer is required to occasionally

buy regardless of the seller’s claims. This is obviously not feasible with short-lived

customers and complete public records. However, as the frequency of such ‘rewards’ is

low as δ Ñ 1, we conjecture a feedback-free badge system may be able to achieve any

payoffs in CS. Even if this is true, feedback-free ratings would still have limitations:

they require exact knowledge of δ (to generate the indifference) and are not robust to

state-dependent payoffs. By contrast simple badge systems are robust to both issues.

4.4 Simple Badge Systems for Other Forms of Moral Hazard

Online platforms face many forms of moral hazard beyond communication: sellers may

fail to deliver on time, hosts may fail to keep accommodation clean, or workers may

shirk. Simple badge systems can equally solve these problems. For the platform, the

23As Abreu et al. (1991) and Fuchs (2007) show, all gains from reusable punishments can be realized
within a Perfect Public Equilibrium. Any gains that can be realized by allowing the seller to condition
on his private history would necessarily come from the reward mechanism described in section 3.1.
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key difference between communication and these classic moral hazards lies in how much

players can infer beyond the badge. In our setting additional historical information may

leak out (receivers can update after seeing the sender’s message). But classic moral

hazards do not suffer this leakage, so the argument underpinning Theorem 2 applies to

them a fortiori (see Corollary 5 in the online Appendix). Indeed, subject to adjustments

of Assumptions 2 and 3, simple badge systems ought to support the commitment set

for any two-player stage game in the environment of Fudenberg and Levine (1994).

5 Related Literature

Since Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011), a large body of work has sought to understand

strategic communication when a sender has exogenous commitment power.24 We con-

tribute to this literature by relaxing the commitment assumption. Perez-Richet (2014),

Salamanca (2019), Lipnowski et al. (2019) and Perez-Richet and Skreta (2018) study

persuasion when the sender has partial commitment power. Mathevet et al. (2019)

consider how well repetition substitutes for commitment when the sender may be an

exogenous ‘commitment type’: if the probability of a commitment type is not too low,

the sender obtains the Stackelberg payoff. We examine persuasion when there is no

hope of the sender having exogenous commitment power. Moreover, we show that the

design of coarse public rating systems (and repetition) can substitute for a complete

lack of commitment on the sender’s part. Like us, Chakraborty and Harbaugh (2010)

and Lipnowski and Ravid (2019) analyze persuasion when the sender cannot commit.

Relative to them, our contribution is to introduce an endogenous source of commitment.

Partitional information structures have gained attention for their simplicity, applica-

bility and tractability. Kolotilin (2018), Dworczak and Martini (2019), Mensch (2019)

and Kolotilin and Li (2019) identify conditions under which monotone partitional in-

formation structures are optimal.25 We identify a new, enforcement-based appeal of

partitional information structures and provide new conditions for their optimality.

We also relate to recent work on cheap talk in repeated games. Hörner et al. (2015)

24For instance, Rayo and Segal (2010), Taneva (2019), Bergemann and Morris (2013), Ely (2017),
and Bizzotto et al. (2019).

25By contrast, non-partitional information appears in the Stackelberg solutions to Example 1, Brocas
and Carrillo (2007), Gill and Sgroi (2008, 2012), Rayo and Segal (2010) and Alonso and Câmara (2016).
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and Margaria and Smolin (2018) examine such games between long-run players, where

a folk theorem obtains. Like us, Jullien and Park (2019) examine a setting with short-

run receivers. These papers all consider settings where truthful equilibria are without

loss. In our setting there is a meaningful role for persuasion. Aumann and Maschler

(1995) study a repeated zero-sum game with infinitely-patient agents and asymmetric

information about perfectly persistent stage payoffs. In such settings, they show that

Stackelberg persuasion is a credible cheap-talk outcome. Hence, there is no need for

future credibility concerns to sustain persuasion. We focus on the complementary set-

tings where repetition is necessary, and where δ ă 1.26 Kuvalekar et al. (2019) study a

problem similar to ours, but with no monitoring at all of the sender’s accuracy.

Other papers have examined hiding history in repeated games. Sugaya and Wolitzky

(2018) shows how private monitoring with a mediator can help sustain a collusive agree-

ment (‘market segmentation’) by making it more difficult for firms to tailor deviations

to market conditions.27 To isolate this channel, they assume perfect monitoring. By

contrast, we show how hiding history can eliminate the inefficiencies caused by imperfect

monitoring. Abreu et al. (1991) and Fuchs (2007) hide history from long-run players

when monitoring is imperfect. They show inefficiencies can be reduced by “reusing

punishments”. Our badge systems cannot reuse punishments as the sender observes

the full history. Instead, we show how a platform can persuade receivers to provide re-

wards rather than punishments. This allows us to tackle both the imperfect monitoring

and mixing problems present in Fudenberg and Levine (1994). Bhaskar and Thomas

(2019) study a repeated investment game with bounded memory. They show coarsen-

ing records can sustain investment by making punishments sequentially rational. While

this problem could also be solved by providing the full history, in our model coarser rat-

ings strictly improve outcomes. Furthermore, payoffs in their setting remain bounded

by a logic akin to Fudenberg et al. (1990). Finally, we contribute to this literature by

showing how our methods can characterize the full limiting set of equilibrium payoffs.

Several papers, going back to Myerson (1986), have designed information in extensive-

form games to improve payoffs. Recently, Gershkov and Szentes (2009) apply this to

voting mechanisms and Kremer et al. (2014) to social learning. We show how this idea

26If our sender were infinitely patient, he could also secure Stackelberg payoffs with complete records.
This follows from a quota-based argument rather than Aumann and Maschler (1995)’s insight.

27While their main results apply to a stochastic game, they do provide a numerical example where
mediation can improve payoffs in a stationary environment. In this example, monitoring is perfect.
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can be used to improve persuasion and the provision of efficient incentives in repeated

games more generally. Doval and Ely (2020) provide related tools for finite games, but

these do not apply to our infinite-horizon setting.

Dellarocas (2005) and Tadelis (2016) examine how online review systems can imple-

ment the Fudenberg and Levine (1994) bound. Our results show how review systems

can do better. Ekmekci (2011) shows how reducing a rating system’s memory can pre-

vent the collapse of reputations, à la Cripps et al. (2004), and improve seller payoffs; but

the existence of reputational types is necessary for making improvements. By contrast,

our badge systems yield Pareto improvements without any types at all.

6 Conclusion

We have analyzed a model with a meaningful role for persuasion where commitment lies

in repetition and a public record of past accuracy. When the public record is complete,

we gave necessary and sufficient conditions on the underlying persuasion problem under

which a loss of ex ante commitment is costly. Unfortunately, even if the sender’s private

information can be observed ex post, these conditions are often not met. However, we

show that by treating the public record as a complementary information design problem

Pareto gains are possible. Indeed, a platform can almost perfectly substitute for the

sender’s lack of commitment via badge systems similar to those online.

We conclude with some open questions. First, instead of examining cheap talk,

we could have examined long-run persuasion when the sender’s private information

is endogenously acquired and/or partially verifiable. It is easy to construct examples

where such changes significantly alter communication outcomes to the detriment of

both parties. Second, how can commitment to the rules that generate the public record

be justified? As is common in the literature, this paper treated it as a given but

we did suggest two possible avenues: the platform as a third long-run player and the

distributed ledger interpretation of section 4.2. Exploring this second possibility may be

of particular value in the context of block-chain technologies. Finally, Remark 1 notes

how a simple badge system restricts the set of feasible equilibrium outcomes. This raises

the intriguing question of exactly how much power a platform has to implement their

preferred equilibrium outcomes via their control over the public record.
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Appendix: Proofs of Main Results

Proposition 2

By definition, Cpλq ě 0 for all λ P Λpµ0q. Thus V LP pµ0q “ v̂pµ0q if and only if Cpλ̂q “ 0.
Hence, either (i) ṽpµ0q “ v̂pµ0q, where ṽ is as defined in (3), or (ii) there exists a pair
µ, µ1 P supp λ̂ such that vpµq “ vpµ1q. But (ii) violates Assumption 1.28 l

28For instance, consider µ0 “
1
2µ`

1
2µ

1.
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Theorem 1 and Corollary 1

Before establishing the argument, we first make two simple observations:

Lemma 2 Consider two functions, f , g on some set S. If f ě g everywhere, then cav f ě
cav g.

Lemma 2 is a well-known property of concave envelopes. Hence we omit the proof.

Lemma 3 v ď ṽ ď V LP ď v̂ everywhere on ∆Θ.

Proof : The first inequality follows because no information is a partitional information struc-
ture. The second follows from (i) (LP), (ii) Λ̃pµ0q Ă Λpµ0q and (iii) Cpλq “ 0 for λ P Λ̃, and
the third from (LP). l

Notice that Lemmas 2 and 3 imply cav ṽ “ cav V LP “ v̂. We now prove both Theorem 1
and Corollary 1. Suppose that ṽ is concave. Then ṽ “ cav ṽ “ v̂. From Lemma 3, V LP “ v̂
everywhere and hence V LP is concave, too. For the converse, suppose that ṽ is not concave.
Then there exists at nonempty set A Ă ∆Θ such that ṽpµq ă cav ṽpµq “ v̂pµq if and only
if µ P A. Thus, λ̂ is non-partitional iff µ0 P A. Hence by Proposition 2, V LP pµq ă v̂pµq iff
µ P A. Thus, V LP is not everywhere equal to cav ṽ and hence, is not concave.

Finally to complete Corollary 1, note from Lemma 3 that v̂ ´ V LP ď cav ṽ ´ ṽ. l

Corollary 3

Without loss, assume that each a P A is chosen be the receiver for some µ P ∆Θ. Let a‹

be the sender-preferred action and define Mpa‹q :“ tµ : a‹ P arg max
aPA

ř

θPΘ µpθqupa
1, θqu as

the (nonempty) subset of ∆Θ on which the receiver chooses a‹. Note that Mpa‹q is compact
and convex. By Assumption 1, either (i) a‹ is uniquely sender-optimal or (ii) the sender is
indifferent between all actions. We focus on case (i) and show that V LP ‰ ṽ. Generically,
Mpa‹q contains an open subset. Therefore, there exists some belief µ1 P int ∆Θ on the
boundary of Mpa‹q at which the receiver is indifferent between a‹ and some a1 ‰ a‹. Now
consider a sequence tµnun such that µn R Mpa

‹q, @n, and µn Ñ µ1. For each µn, we have by
definition

ṽpµnq “ max
PPBΘ

k
ÿ

i“1

µpPiqvpµPiq “ vpa‹q ´
k
ÿ

i“1

µpPiqpvpa
‹q ´ vpµPiqq

where µpPiq :“
ř

θPPi
µpθq, and µPi is the projection of µ0 into ∆Pi. Now the convexity of

Mpa‹q and µn R Mpa
‹q imply that for any partition P there exists at least one posterior

µPi RMpa
‹q. But since the sender is not indifferent across all actions, there must be a d ą 0

such that vpa‹q ´ vpaq ě d for all a P Azta‹u. Hence for any ε ą 0 and all n sufficiently large
we must have vP ď vpa‹q ´ d p¨minθ µ

1pθq ´ εq. But µ1 is interior. Hence lim ṽpµnq ă vpµ1q.
Since ṽ is not continuous, it cannot be convex. The corollary then follows from Theorem 1.l
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Proposition 3

Note that λPµ is just a lottery over k posteriors, tµ1, . . . , µku, where µjpθq “
µpθq

ř

θ1PPj
µpθ1q

if

θ P Pj and 0 otherwise. By Bayes plausibility, λj :“ λPµ pµjq “
ř

θPPj
µpθq. Let vPpµq :“

řk
j“1 λjvpµjq be the sender’s payoff from adopting P.

(If ) Given (i), we must have vP ě v everywhere. And by definition, ṽ ě vP . Thus from
Lemmas 2 and 3 we have cav vP “ v̂. Thus, if we can show vP is concave we are done (by

Theorem 1). Consider priors µ0, µ10 and µ20 “ αµ0 ` p1´ αqµ
1
0 and let γj “

αλj
αλj ` p1´ αqλ1j

,

where λ1 corresponds to µ10. Then

vPpµ
2
0q “

ř

j λ
2
jvpµ

2
j q

“
ř

j

´

αλj ` p1´ αqλ
1
j

¯

vpµ2j q

ě
ř

j

´

αλj ` p1´ αqλ
1
j

¯´

γjvpµjq ` p1´ γjqvpµ
1
jq

¯

“
ř

j

´

αλjvpµjq ` p1´ αqλ
1
jvpµ

1
jq

¯

“ αvPpµ0q ` p1´ αqvPpµ
1
0q,

where the second line follows from λ2j “ αλj ` p1 ´ αqλ2j , and the inequality from µ2j “
γjµj ` p1´ γjqµ

1
j and (ii). l

(Only if ) Suppose (i) is violated. Then there exists some µ0 such that vpµ0q ą vPpµ0q.
Therefore, v̂pµ0q ą vPpµ0q too, since v̂ ě v — contradicting optimality of P. Similarly if (ii)
is violated then there exists some j and µ0 P ∆Pj such that v̂pµ0q ą vpµ0q “ vPpµ0q since by
definition v and vP coincide on any ∆Pj , j “ 1, . . . , k. l

Proposition 4

First we define two (pure) communication strategies at the stage game. Let σT be the truthful
strategy, where σT p‘like new’ | θq “ 1 if θ “ h and 0 otherwise, and let σb be the babbling
strategy σbp‘like new’ | θq “ 1 for θ “ h, l. We construct an equilibrium of the incomplete
record game where the sender uses either σT or σb as a function of the public record, rt. For
brevity, we consider strategies which from t “ 3 onward depend on the public record indirectly
via a public state variable, st P ts

T , sbu, which evolves as follows: at t “ 3, if r3 “ A then
st “ sT . If r3 “ B then s3 “ sT with probability 1 ´ q ě 0; and if r3 “ C s3 “ sT with
probability 1´ q´ r ě 0 for parameters q, r ě 0. At t ą 3, if st´1 “ sb then st “ sb. However,
if st´1 “ sT then st “ sT with certainty if ωt ‰ b and with probability 1´ r if ωt “ b.29

Consider the following strategy profile. The sender plays σT if t “ 1, if t “ 2 and
ω1 “ b, and if st “ sT , t ě 3. Otherwise, he plays σb. If t P t1, 2u or st “ sT , then
receiver buys if and only if mt “ ‘like new’. Otherwise she never buys, regardless of mt.

29Note we implicitly use a public randomization device here.
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Finally set q “ p1´ δq 1´δpp`µ0´2pµ0q

δ2µ0p2p´1q
, r “ 1´δ

δµ0p2p´1q and l “ ´1. Note q, r ě 0, since

p ` µ0 ´ 2µ0p “ pp1µ0q ` p1 ´ pqµ0 and p ą 1
2 . Moreover for p ą 1

2 , µ0 P p0, 1q, q, r are
continuous in δ, with q “ r “ 0 at δ “ 1. Thus there is a threshold δpp, µ0q ă 1 s.t.
q, r P p0, 1q for δ ě δpp, µ0q.

We first verify equilibrium. Trivially each receiver at t ‰ 2 is playing a best response. It
is also easy to show the sender’s strategy is a best response for δ ě δpp, rq.30 At t “ 2, the
receiver’s best response is indeed to buy iff m2 “ ‘like new’, so long as:

Pr rθ “ h | m2 “ ‘like new’s “
µ0

1´p1´µ0qPrrω1“bs
“

µ0

1´p1´µ0qµ0p1´pq
ě 1

2 . (8)

For any p ą 1
2 , the LHS is continuous in µ0 and (8) holds strictly at µ0 “

1
2 . Thus for µ0 close

enough to 1
2 the second receiver best responds too.

Let V T “ 1
1´δµ0p1´

1´p
p q. Applying Fudenberg and Levine (1994), it is easy to see V T is

the sender’s maximal payoff in any equilibrium with a complete public record. We now show
players can be better off on average. The sender’s payoff is:

V 1 “ V T ` δ

ˆ

1´ µ0 ` µ0
1´ p

p

˙

ą V T . (9)

The discounted sum of receivers’ utility is:31

U 1 “ UT ` δ

ˆ

µ0
1´ p

p
´ pPr rω1 ‰ bs ´ Pr rω1 “ bsq p1´ µ0q|l|

˙

(10)

where Pr rω1 “ bs “ µ0p1´ pq, U
T “ 1

1´δµ0p1´
1´p
p q. On rearrangement, U 1 ą UT iff

1´ p

p
ą p1´ 2µ0p1´ pqq

1´ µ0

µ0
. (11)

Clearly both the LHS and RHS are continuous in p, µ0, for µ0 ą 0. At µ0 “
1
2 , (11) is satisfied

strictly for 1
2 ď p ă

?
5´1
2 . Thus clearly there exist µ0, p close enough to 1

2 such that both (8)
and (11) hold. Indeed both are satisfied for p “ 6

11 , µ0 “
5
11 . Finally, for any such choice this

is an equilibrium so long as 1 ą δ ě δpp, µ0q. For p “ 6
11 , µ0 “

5
11 , this becomes δ ě 121

126). l

Theorem 2

Fix some λ‹ P Λpµ0q and write the corresponding payoffs u‹ “ U pλ‹q, v‹ “ V pλ‹q. Fixing
ε ą 0, we show that there is a threshold δε ă 1 such that when δ ě δε a simple badge system
(SBS) and a corresponding equilibrium exists in which the discounted average payoffs pu, vq
satisfy || pu, vq ´ pu‹, v‹q || ď ε. Hence taking limits as εÑ 0 establishes the claim. First, we
set up some preliminary concepts.

30Available on request.
31We discount future receivers for illustrative simplicity: Theorem 2 holds even if one takes limiting

time-average receiver payoffs.
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Preliminary: r-recursive strategy

An r-recursive strategy for the sender depends only on the current phase rt and the outcomes
within that phase. Specifically, an r-recursive strategy defines functions:

σr :
Γr´1
Ť

l“0

Hl Ñ ∆∆Θ, r “ G,B. (12)

Let h1l be the sub-component of ht formed from the most recent l ď t periods. In a r-recursive
strategy, the sender’s behavior σ prt, h

1
lq depends on the current badge status, r, and also on

previous outcomes within the current phase. If the current badge was first awarded l periods
ago, this is just h1l, l “ 0, . . . ,Γr ´ 1.

Given r and message m, a receiver forms her belief µrpmq. Given the SBS, this may only
depend on rt and m in equilibrium. Hence, the sender always has a best response which
is r-recursive too. Specifically, we will prove our result holds within the class of r-recursive
trigger strategies: players coordinate on the sender-worst stage Nash equilibrium whenever
rt “ B. Each such period players earn stage payoffs

`

uNE , vNE
˘

, respectively, which for ease
we normalize to p0, 0q.

If players adopt r-recursive trigger strategies, the senders’ discounted average payoffs V
are simply:

V
`

σ, µG
˘

“

ΓG´1
ÿ

t“0

δtEσG
t
v pµr pmtqq ` δ

Γ
´

Pr
σ
rrΓ “ GsV

`

σ, µG
˘

` δβΓ Pr
σ
rrΓ “ BsV

`

σ, µG
˘

¯

(13)

Preliminary: λ-Tight Standards

Let dn be the Euclidean metric on Rn. We consider a class of SBS which use the following
standards:

S “

#

h1Γ : d1

˜

řΓ´1
t“0 1pm,ωjq

Γ
, q pm,ωq

¸

ď

#

χ, if µ “ m P supp pλq,

0, otherwise.

+

(14)

for some choice λ P Λ pµ0q, χ ą 0, where

q pm,ωq :“
ÿ

Θ

p pω, θ | a pµqqλpm | θq

is the joint probability of observing m and ω implied by information structure λ.

Proof.

We are now ready to prove the result. Unlike repeated games with two long-run players, we
cannot use threats of large continuation punishments to make receivers behave as we wish. To
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establish existence of an equilibrium with the desired properties, we cannot lean on standard
fixed point arguments either – indeed, a ‘bad’ equilibrium (babbling) always exists. Finally, we
cannot leverage contraction mapping arguments (indeed, our result proves the sender’s value
function cannot be a contraction). We overcome these difficulties in three steps, showing that
players’ best responses can be trapped in a mutually closed subspace which can be made
arbitrarily small about λ‹ as δ Ñ 1. The result then follows from existence arguments applied
to this restricted domain.

Verifying equilibrium in B-phases is trivial and thus omitted. We focus on G-phases from
now, and so drop ‘r’ superscripts where the meaning is clear. Given the sender uses r-recursive
strategy σ, a receiver’s beliefs on observing on-path message m are:32

µ pθ | m;σq “ Pr rθ | ms “

Γ´1
ř

l“0

Prσ rθ,m, ls

ř

Θ

Γ´1
ř

l“0

Prσ rθ,m, ls

. (15)

For δ large, our aim is to establish existence of an SBS with a corresponding equilibrium
in which the sender’s average information structure is approximately λ‹. Given constants
εS , εR ą 0, we are interested in strategies and beliefs which satisfy the following bounds (for
all on-path m):

d1

˜

E

«

řΓ
l“0 σl pm | h1l, θq

Γ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
θ

ff

, λ‹pm | θq

¸

ď εS , dN pµ
r pmq ´mq ď εR, (16)

where N “ |Θ| and σl pm | h, θq is the probability of sending m given h, θ.

Notice that the set of σ and µ functions satisfying (16) is compact and convex. From As-
sumption 3, for small ε ą 0, we can also always find a λ1 P Λ pµ0q such that (i) ||V pλ1q ´ V pλ‹q|| ď
ε
2 ; and (ii) V pλq is continuous on a closed ε

2 -ball around λ1. Without loss for payoffs, take
λ1 to have a finite support.33 Given this, Assumption 3 moreover implies there exists a finite
ε̄pλ1q ą 0 such that V is continuous for |λ´ λ1| ď ε̄pλ1q, and v is continuous for |µrpmq ´m|,
for all m P supp λ1.

Given this, (13) is clearly continuous in pσ, µq around λ1 and quasi-concave in σ, while
(15) is continuous in σ. Given any 0 ă εS , εR ď ε̄pλ1q , we show in three steps that for δ
sufficiently high and λ1 P Λpµ0q sufficiently close to λ‹, we can choose λ1-tight standards such
that the sender’s best response and (15) can be mutually bounded by (16). Step 1 establishes
receiver beliefs can be closed in this way. Given this, step 2 establishes a patient sender
wants his feedback to meet the standards with high probability. Step 3 proves meeting the
standards requires he uses a strategy that is indeed closed by (16). We conclude that an
equilibrium exists with strategies and beliefs in this region (Debreu (1952), Glicksberg (1952),
Fan (1952)).34 The rest of the proof then follows simply.

32Off-path m will be treated as a random draw from the sender’s worst Nash information structure.
This, and the standards, ensure such a deviation is never profitable.

33The standard Carathéodory argument (Kamenica and Gentzkow, 2011) applies here.
34This establishes Nash existence. Here, a Nash equilibrium is also a PBE because (i) receivers can-

not observe the sender’s previous actions within a G-phase, (ii) off-path deviations are never profitable.
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1. Verify bounds on receivers’ best responses

Given the sender’s strategy σ, define the time-average strategy during a G-phase as

σ̄ pm, θq :“

řΓ
l“0 σ

G
l pm | θq

Γ
. (17)

We first show that, if E rσ̄ | Gs is bounded within an εS-ball of λ1, for εS sufficiently small,
then the receiver’s belief µ pmq can indeed be bounded to stay within εR of m, for all m P

supptλ1u. This follows from (15). For each θ, the numerator of this expression can be written

µ0pθq
Γ´1
ř

l“0

Eσ rσ̄ pm, θqs , which approaches µ0pθqλ
1pm | θq as ε̃S Ñ 0. Since

ř

Θ µ0pθqλ
1pm |

θq ą 0 for all m P supptλ1u, (15) thus converges to m.

2. Bounding sender’s incentive to deviate from standards

Fix λ1 such that |V pλ1q ´ V pλ‹q| ď ε
2 and about which V is locally continuous. Choose

0 ă εR ă ε̄pλ1q small enough that sender’s stage payoff from using λ1 exceeds his worst stage
Nash payoff, for any receiver beliefs bounded from m by εR:35

min
µpmq:dpµ,mqďεR

Eλ1 rv pµr pmqqs ą 0.

Now consider the class of λ1-tight standards. By a straightforward extension of Radner (1985),
for any constant z ą 0 we can find Γ pzq, χ pzq ą 0 and corresponding δΓ ă 1, βδ ą 0, such
that if Γ ě Γ pzq, δ ě δΓ the sender’s optimal strategy, σ, satisfies

Pr
σ

“

h1Γ P Sz | r “ G
‰

ě 1´ z

in a G-phase, where Sz sets Γ “ Γpzq, χ “ χpzq in (14). The proof of this fact is a simple
extension of Radner (1985), and hence omitted.

3. Bounding the sender’s average strategy in a G-phase

We now show that, for any εS there is some z ą 0 sufficiently small and some Γ ě Γ pzq,
such that a sender meets the standard with probability exceeding 1 ´ z if and only if his
strategy satisfies (16). To do that, we first argue that as z Ñ 0 strategies σz meet Sz with
probability exceeding 1´ z if and only if:

d1 pEσz r`s , qq ď ηz,

for a bound ηz Ñ 0 as z Ñ 0 (i.e., he will be close to the standards in expectation).

(If) The sender can always choose to play σl ph
1
lq “ λ1 at every history in a G-phase. By the

weak Law of Large Numbers, this strategy meets the standards with the required probability,
so long as Γ is sufficiently large. l

(Only if) Suppose not. Then there exists a sequence of σz which meet the standards defined by
Γpzq, χpzq with probability approaching 1 as z Ñ 0, and for which d1 pEσ r` pm,ωqs , q pm,ωqq

35Such εR can always be found for ε ď 2V pλ1q.
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stays bounded away from 0 by a constant, c ą 0, for some pm,ωq. Without loss, suppose
E r` pm,ωqs ď q pm,ωq ´ c (the other case is symmetric). By the definition of Sz we have

Pr
σ

”

h1Γpzq P Sz
ı

ď Pr
σ
r` pm,ωq ě q pm,ωq ´ χ pzqs .

But by Markov’s inequality, the right-hand expression is bounded by

Pr
σ
r` pm,ωq ě q pm,ωq ´ χ pzqs ď

Eσ r` pm,ωqs
q pm,ωq ´ χ pzq

.

As z Ñ 0 this bound is no more than 1 ´ c
qpm,ωq ă 1 – a contradiction to σz passing with

probability approaching 1 as z Ñ8. l

Now we show that d pEσ r`s , qq can be bounded close to 0 only if the sender’s strategy
obeys (16), where εS Ñ 0 as z Ñ 0. Let ` pm, θ, ωq be the joint frequency of triple pm, θ, ωq
in a G-phase. Note first that if we can show that for any strategy σ and any pm, θ, ωq

Eσ r` pm, θ, ωqs “ Pr rω | θ, a pmqsµ0pθqσ̄ pm, θq (18)

then Assumption 3 ensures us that Eσ r` pm,ωqs and the time-average expected strategy are
related by a one-to-one mapping of the form:

Eσ r` pm,ωqs “
ÿ

Θ

Pr rω | θ, a pmqsµ0pθq ¨ σ̄ pm, θq .

The claim will then follow simply. We argue that (18) always holds by induction on Γ. To
make this clear, we denote explicitly the dependence of the relevant likelihood on Γ by `Γ.
Clearly, (18) holds for Γ “ 1. To make the inductive step, assume (18) holds for all Γ ď T .
We show it also holds for Γ “ T ` 1. For any likelihood function, we can write:

`T`1 pm, θ, ωq “
T

T ` 1
`T `

1

T
`1. (19)

Applying (19) to ` pm, θ, ωq and using the law of iterated expectations, we can write:

Eσ r`T`1 pm, θ, ωqs “
T

T ` 1
Eσ r`T pm, θ, ωqs `

1

T ` 1
Eσ

“

Eσ
“

`1 pm, θ, ωq | h
1
T

‰‰

.

By the inductive hypothesis, both terms on the right-hand side can be rewritten using (18)36.
But we can similarly interpret σ̄ pm, θq as a likelihood function itself. Applying (19) in reverse
yields the claim.

Since by Assumption 3, (18) implies that E r` pm,ωqs and E rσ̄s are related by a continuous
bijection, for any ηz ą 0 such that d1 pEσ r`s , qq ď ηz, there must exist a corresponding

ε̃S ą 0 such that d1

´

σ̄ pm, θq , λ1µ1
¯

ď ε̃S for all m P supptλ1u. Moreover, ε̃S Ñ 0 as ηz Ñ 0

(alternatively, as z Ñ 0). Hence, we can indeed bound the sender’s time average strategy
appropriately, as z Ñ 0. l

36Note that the history h1
T does not enter the relationship (18) for the period T ` 1
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Hence for pεS , εRq sufficiently small, we have established that SBS parameters exist such
that best responses are mutually bounded in the compact convex strategy sets defined by (16).
Thus, an equilibrium exists in this range, for each such pεS , εRq (Debreu (1952), Glicksberg
(1952), Fan (1952)). Taking limits as εS , εR Ñ 0, part 1 of the Theorem is immediate. Part
2 follows similarly from being able to trap the sender’s time-average information structure
arbitrarily close to λ‹, and taking δ Ñ 1. l

Online Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 1

Since there is a single long-run player, and pθt, ωtq (i) enters stage payoffs at time t only, and
(ii) is i.i.d. over time, Theorem 5.2 (Fudenberg and Levine (1994)) can be applied to conclude
that it is without loss to restrict attention to Perfect Public Equilibria of the repeated cheap
talk game.37

Consider some PPE strategy profile, where σt : HtˆΘ ÑMt denotes the (mixed) behavior
strategy of S at time t, and apµq denotes each receiver’s optimal action, given posterior beliefs
µ. Let receiver t’s equilibrium beliefs given message m and public history ht be µtpm,htq and
let λtphtq be the corresponding information structure provided to Rt. We construct a Direct
Equilibrium that generates the same distribution over pat, θt, ωtq at each t as does the original
PPE.

The construction is simple: at each public history, relabel any on-path message m with
its induced equilibrium belief, µ “ µtpm,htq. If two distinct messages m1,m2 lead to the
same posterior belief at history ht, but induce different continuation strategies, then at the
end of round t we let a public randomization device (with appropriately chosen probabilities)
determine which continuation is played. Finally, if a sender chooses an off-path message µ at
history ht in Direct Equilibrium, let Rt’s corresponding (off-path) posterior belief be generated
by a random draw corresponding to λtphtq. Of course, this new strategy profile for the sender,
and the induced beliefs, replicates the original outcomes, and satisfies all the criteria of a
Direct Equilibrium.

We now show that it is without loss to restrict attention to message spaces such that
|Mt |ď| Θ | for all t. Suppose for a contradiction that for some equilibrium payoff E rV phτ , θτ qs
of the sender and some history hτ , the minimum number of messages in the sender’s strategy
compatible with obtaining E rV phτ , θτ qs in equilibrium is |M 1| “ N 1 ą| Θ |, where M 1 “

supp λtphtq. This strategy induces a N 1-point distribution ν P ∆ p∆Θq of posterior beliefs
tµτ pmqumPM 1 over θτ and a corresponding distribution over receiver Rτ ’s actions, aτ pµτ pmqq,

37While our stage game is inherently multistage, this only serves to rule out strategies that are
not best responses for short-run receivers at each history of the game. Since receiver’s must best
respond at each history in both PBE and Direct Equilibrium, essentially identical arguments to those
in Fudenberg and Levine (1994) still go through.
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where

aτ pµτ pmqq P arg max
aPA

E ruR pa, θ, ωq | µts “
N
ÿ

i“1

µiτ ¨ E
“

uR
`

a, θi, ω
˘

| θi
‰

For this to be an equilibrium, it must be that for all mτ P supp pστ phτ , θqq and any m̃ PM ,

V phτ , θτ q : “ v pµτ pmτ q , θτ q ` δE
“

V
`

hτ`1, θτ`1

˘‰

ě v pµτ pm̃q , θτ q ` δE
”

V p
´

h̃τ`1, θτ`1

¯ı

where hτ`1 “ phτ ,mτ , aτ , θτ q and h̃τ`1 “ phτ , m̃, ãτ , θτ q. In particular, given any state θτ and
messages mτ , m̃τ P supp pστ phτ , θqq, we must have

v pµτ pmτ q , θτ q ` δE
“

V
`

hτ`1, θτ`1

˘‰

“ v pµτ pm̃τ q , θτ q ` δE
”

V
´

h̃τ`1, θτ`1

¯ı

Given any history, we define an equilibrium message mθ P M 1 to be uniquely prescribed
at state θ if supp pστ phτ , θqq “

 

mθ
(

. The set of all messages that are uniquely prescribed at
some state θ P Θτ is denoted MΘ. We divide the set of equilibrium messages sent at history
hτ into two mutually exclusive and exhaustive sub-groups: those that are uniquely prescribed,
m PMΘ, and those that are not, m PM 1{MΘ.

Since N 1 ą| Θ |, there exists an m̃ P M 1 and corresponding µτ pm̃q P tµτ pmqumPM 1 that
can be removed from the support such that remaining posteriors still satisfy Bayes’ plausibility

ÿ

mτPM 1{tm̃u

αmτµτ pmτ q “ µ0 (20)

for some weights αmτ such that αmτ ě 0,
ř

αmτ “ 1 (follows from Carathéodory’s Theorem
applied to the convex set, ∆ p∆Θq). By Proposition 1 in Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011),
posteriors µτ pm̃q P tµτ pmqumPM 1{tm̃u can be sustained by a feasible signal structure with

N 1 ´ 1 distinct messages. Moreover, the message m̃ cannot be uniquely prescribed in any
state θ P Θ. Otherwise, there would exist some θi for which µiτ pmq “ 0, @m PM 1{ tm̃u, while
µi0 ą 0, violating (20). Therefore, m̃ P M 1{MΘ and for every state θ in which σ proscribes
Pr pmτ “ m̃ | hτ , θq ą 0, there exists another message m1θ sent with positive probability in
state θ.

Construct a new strategy σ‹ which induces the distribution pαmτ qmτPM 1{tm̃u over the
posteriors tµτ pmqumPM 1 at history hτ , and plays according to σ otherwise (this is feasible,
by Proposition 1 of Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011)). For any m P M 1{ tm̃u, the strategy
continues to induce belief µτ pmq at history hτ and leaves continuation payoffs unchanged at
V phτ , θτ q thereafter (for any θτ P Θ). Moreover, this continuation payoff is well defined for
each m since m̃ was never uniquely prescribed.

Therefore, strategy σ‹ achieves the same payoffs for the sender from history hτ (due to
indifference across all messages at that history), leaves payoffs otherwise unchanged at other
histories, and involves only N 1´1 messages sent at history hτ . Therefore, it also does not affect
incentive compatibility of equilibrium play at any prior history, ht, for t ă τ . It trivially does
not affect the incentive compatibility of any history ht, for t ą τ . But this is a contradiction
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to N 1 as the minimum number of messages in any strategy consistent with E rV phτ , θτ qs.
Finally, we note that an essentially identical argument (with the appropriate adjustment of
Carathéodory’s Theorem) to the above establishes it is without loss to restrict attention to at
most N ` 1-point distributions at each ht, for characterizing the set of attainable equilibrium
payoff profiles for the sender and all receivers. l

Online Appendix B: Support Material for Section 4

Here we develop the details behind the claims made in section 4.

Section 4.1

To be concrete, we develop arguments in the context of Example 1 with l “ ´1, µ0 “
1
3 ,

p “ 1, and δ Ñ 1. The threshold belief is µ “ 0.5 and is induced by lying half the time
when quality is low: λp0.5|θ “ lq “ 0.5. Under the assumption of random arrival, an average
payoff of v̂pµ0q “

2
3 can be attained easily in equilibrium using a simple badge system with

Γ “ 2, β “ 8, and standards requiring no negative feedback in the second period of an
evaluation. In this equilibrium the seller always lies in the first period of an evaluation and
is honest in the second. Hence, it could not be an equilibrium if customers knew t — the
first customer would never buy knowing the seller will lie whenever θ “ l. Nonetheless, when
t is observable the platform could replicate the effect of random arrivals with a system that
randomizes evaluation dates. We construct such a system below:

Proposition 6 Consider Example 1 with µ0 ă µ. Expected payoff v̂pµ0q is attainable using
a badge system with stochastic evaluation dates when t is public.

Proof. Consider the following badge system with random evaluation dates. At t “ 1, the
seller is given a rating r1 “ G. At the outset, the system determines with equal probability
whether the seller’s G rating will be evaluated on odd, or on even, days – and this outcome
is told privately to the seller. If an evaluation occurs in period t, the seller retains a G rating
until the next evaluation if he avoids negative feedback from customer t. Otherwise, his rating
is switched to B forever thereafter. At any t, the incoming customer observes t and the current
value of rt only.

We argue that the following strategy profile is an equilibrium for δ large enough. Moreover
the seller’s discounted average payoff converges to 2

3 as δ Ñ 1. In any evaluation, the seller
always recommends ‘buy’ in the first period, irrespective of current θt, and recommends ‘buy’
in the second period if and only if the current θt “ h. Otherwise (if rt “ B), the seller always
recommends ‘buy’ again. Each receiver adopts the following strategy: if rt “ G, the receiver
obeys the seller’s recommendations, while if rt “ B she does not buy. Checking equilibrium in
this case is trivial. The only deviation that really needs checking is at those histories beginning
in the second period of an evaluation. By the one shot deviation property, we need only check
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that the seller does not wish to deviate from honesty in the second period of an evaluation.
This is the case if:

µ0 ` δV
‹ ě 1` δµ0V

‹

where V ‹ “ 1`δµ0

1´δ2 is his continuation payoff in the event of retaining a G rating. On rear-
rangement, this becomes

δ
1` δµ0

1´ δ2
ě 1.

As δ Ñ 1 the RHS of this expression becomes infinite. Hence, for δ large enough, we have veri-
fied the seller is best responding. Finally, applying l’Hôpital’s rule verifies that the discounted
average payoff p1´ δqV ‹ Ñ 2

3 . l

What if customers must be informed of the dates on which evaluations take place? Even
here it turns out the platform can still replicate the required uncertainty, so long as it adopts
more complex standards that depend on full sequences of outcomes rather than simple aver-
ages:

Proposition 7 Consider Example 1 with µ0 ă µ. Expected payoff v̂pµ0q is attainable using
a badge system with complex standards and public deterministic evaluation dates.

Proof. Consider the following standard. Let evaluation phases consist of T periods, where T
is even. At the end of any evaluation, the seller is allowed to avoid a permanent suspension if
his outcomes show either: (i) he lied only on even days, or (ii) he lied only on odd days. If he
chooses the latter, he goes through a brief suspension. To be concrete, we should specify the
length of the temporary badge suspensions imposed on a seller who adopts a strategy of lying
on odd days. However, to avoid cumbersome notation we instead implement the punishment
with a fixed probability q of losing the badge at the end of the evaluation. In particular, we
choose

q “
1´ µ0

δ ` µ0

`

1´ δT
˘

p1´ δq

δT
.

Notice that q is decreasing in δ, with q Ñ 0 as δ Ñ 1. Hence, there exists a threshold δ1 such
that q is indeed a well-defined probability, so long as δ ě δ1.

We first argue that the strategy profile described in section 4 is an equilibrium, so long as
δ ě maxtδ1, δ2u, where δ2 ă 1 is the minimal value of x such that38

1´ xT ď xT ¨
µ0 ` x

1` x
. (21)

Verifying that customers best respond is trivial and hence omitted. Focus instead on the seller
and let his continuation value from adopting the strategy proposed in the main text be V ‹.
If he lies only on even days during an evaluation, he gets

µ0 ` δ ` δ
2µ0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δ

T´2µ0 ` δ
T´1 ` δTV ‹.

38This minimum is well-defined: the left (right) side of the inequality is continuous and decreasing
(increasing) in δ. Finally, the inequality is violated at x “ 0 and holds strictly at x “ 1.
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Similarly, if he lies on odd days he gets

1` δµ0 ` δ
2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δT´2 ` δT´1µ0 ` δ

T p1´ qqV ‹.

In order to be an equilibrium, the seller must be indifferent between these strategies. Using
the maximum principle, it is easy to verify that V ‹ “ µ0`δ

p1`δqp1´δq and that indifference indeed

holds for our choice of q. Moreover, any other deviation cannot be profitable for δ ě δ2. In
any evaluation, the seller’s optimal deviation from his equilibrium strategy is trivially to lie
in all periods. This is not profitable if

1´ δT

1´ δ
ď δTV ‹

which on rearrangement is just (21), at x “ δ. Since δ ě δ2 this is indeed satisfied. Finally,
direct calculation for µ0 “

1
3 verifies that limδÑ1 p1´ δqV

‹ “ 2
3 . l

Section 4.2

Proposition 8 Consider Example 1 with imperfect monitoring, p ă 1. Using a blind sender
review system, truth telling payoffs pµ0, µ0q are attainable in the limit as δ Ñ 1. However, in
any Perfect Public Equilibrium of such a system the sender cannot earn payoffs greater than
µ0.

Proof. For the first claim, consider the following blind sender review systems. At each t, the
incoming customer observes the complete history of feedback ht. Badges are again awarded
to the seller based on evaluations of standards of length T , but now by the customers rather
than a third party.39 The important novelty here is that the seller no longer observes the
individual feedback of past customers, but only the badges. Hence his history at t ą 1 is
prτ , θτ ,mτ , aτ q

t´1
τ“1 and at t “ 1 it is r1 “ G. But this maps into the framework of Abreu

et al. (1991). Hence we can apply their Proposition 6 to conclude that the (pure) strategy
of truth telling can be supported with an expected punishment converging to 0 as the sender
gets patient (and T gets large). This can be done by adopting standards in which the seller
retains a G rating if and only if every product sold receives bad feedback.

For the final part of the Proposition, we focus on Perfect Public Equilibrium of any
blind sender system (i.e. across all possible standards). As argued in the main text this is
the relevant concept for understanding the ‘reusable punishment’ insight. But the logic of
Fudenberg et al. (1990) can again be applied to this problem to show that the sender’s payoff
in any PPE is bounded by Proposition 1. In Example 1, this bound corresponds to the truth
telling payoff. l

39For simplicity we assume here that if a sender ever receives a B rating, this is permanent. We
allow for a PRD, so punishments can be made a probabilistic function of outcomes if necessary
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Section 4.4

We briefly illustrate the wider applicability of the results of section 3.2 with an example:

Example 2 Replace the stage game of Example 1 with the following moral hazard game. The
customer chooses whether to buy, a P tB,Nu. The seller has no private information but
chooses an effort level, e P th, lu. If the product is bought, the customer sees a noisy signal of
effort ωt P th, lu, where ppωt “ e|e, a “ Bq ą 0.5. Otherwise ωt “ H. Payoffs are as follows:

Seller

Customer
B N

h 1, 1 0, 0
l 3,´1 0, 0

The sets of individually rational feasible stage payoffs and payoffs attainable in equilibrium
are the same as in Example 1. From Theorem 2 we obtain the following.

Corollary 5 Consider Example 2. Any individually rational, feasible payoff profile is attain-
able as an equilibrium with some SBS as δ Ñ 1.

The only important difference between Example 2 and 1 is what a customer learns about
ht and t before she acts. In 2 the seller’s effort teaches her nothing, whereas in 1 his message
provides some information. For instance, if a receiver observes a “used” message then she can
infer she is not at a history at which the sender strictly gains from mis-selling. Since Example
2 does not suffer this inference problem, the argument underpinning Theorem 2 applies a
fortiori to classic moral hazard problems too.Indeed, it would be a relatively simple extension
of Theorem 2 to show this holds in a wide class of games with a long-run player facing a
sequence of short-run players.
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